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0. Introduction. Let us begin with Neukirch’s formulation of general
class field theory ([1], [2]). Let G be a pro-finite group and let (G/) be the
closed subgroups of G indexed by "fields" K. Take the "ground field" k such
G k. For fields L and K, L is called an extension of K denoted by
that G
L/K, if GK contains GL and the group index [GK" Gz] is called the extension degree of L/K denoted by [L’K]. Further, if G z is a normal subgroup
of G, L is a Galois extension of K with the Galois group G(L/K)
G=/G.
For fields K and K2, the composite field K1 K2 is defined to be a field
f’l G., and the intersection
71
such that
is defined to be a
field such that GKn/ is the closed subgroup of G generated topologically by
G/q and
Let Z be the completion of the module Z of rational integers with respect to the finite-index-subgroup-topology. Take a surjective continuous
and let/ be a field such that G is the kernel of
homomorphism deg: Gk
K/ and f [K /" k].
deg. For a finite extension K of k, put/
Now suppose that a multiplicative G-module A is given. For a field K
let
be the submodule of A of elements fixed by Gr. And for a finite extension L of K, we have a homomorphism Nzlg’Az a---* Hv./a a
Ag.
In [2], Neukirch defined a Henselian valuation with respect to deg to be a
hornomorphism v "A --* satisfying the following two conditions;
the image Z
v(A) contains Z and Z/nZ" Z/nZ for any positive integer n,
(ii) v(NKl A) f.Z for any finite extension K of k.
In this paper, any family (G, A, deg, v)as above will be called an
admissible situation over k.
We shall study here the structure of the value group Z of a Henselian
valuation v and show that if for any finite subextension L/K of /K the
class field axiom
[L"K] if i=0
#H(G(L/K),Az)
1
1
if i=
holds, then a Henselian valuation v is essentially determined by G, A and
deg.
Neukirch has shown that an admissible situation (G, A, deg, v) gives a
"class field theory", if the class field axiom holds for any finite cyclic extension L/K. Thus our result will show that,a Henselian valuation v is essentially unique in Neukirch’s class field theory.
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Our theorem and its Corollary 1 can be proved by using a property of
the norm residue symbol after establishing the class field theory (cf. [3]).
Note that our proofs being based on an elementary property of the value
group Z, the results follow directly from the definition of (G, A, deg, v)
and the class field axiom for special kind of field extensions.
The authors thank Neukirch for his profitable comments.
1. Certan kind of submoules of Z. In this section we shall study modules as defined below.
is a module of type (v) if Z contains Z
Definition. A submodule Z of
Z for any positive integer n.
and satisfies Z + nZ
Z and are modules of type (v).
As for the first condition of the definition, we have
Proposition 1. If a submodule Z of contains Z. Then for any pos#ve nteger n we have

Z

nZ- nZ,

and the natural homomorphsm p" Z/nZ--* Z/nZ is injective.
Z, where
such that n’z- rn
Proof Take z= (z)
p. Confor
any
prime
m
is the p-adic integer ring. Then we have n’z
sidering p-adic value.s of both sides we have that n is a divisor of rn. Hence
nZ. Now we have, for Z as above, nZ (Z fl nZ)
we get (Z f3 n)

’- IIZ

Z

Q.E.D.
(Z f3 nZ)
nZ and (Z fl nZ) nZ.
Corollary. For a submodule Z of Z containing Z and a positive nteger n
the followng cond#ons are equivalent to each other;

(i) Z+nZ=Z
(ii) Z/nZ is of order n
(iii) the natural homomorphism p is an isomorphism Z/nZ Z/nZ.
Hence the condition (i) of the Henselian valuation is equivalent to the
condition that the value group Z is a module of type (v).
Now we shall construct a module of type (v) which is different from Z
For any rational prime p, let Z<) be the localization of Z at the prime
and
1}. Then we can embed Z<)
{rn /n rn, n Z, (n, p)
ideal pZ i.e. Z>

,.

in

Z and we have a subring Z

.

II Z<) of Z

II

II Z.

Proposition 2. The above Z
Z<) is a module of type (v).
It is sufficient to show that for any posiProof We have Z Z
(Z + nZ). Take z (z(q)
Z
tive integer n, Z
Z<>.
In the case n 0 write z(p)= m/n for some m and n such that
(n, p)= 1. Taking integers a and b such that an + bp e= 1, we have
z(p) m(an + bp e) /n s + pe z’(p) where s= ma Z and z’(p)
(z(q) s)/pe Z<), then we
rnb /n Z). For a prime q # p, let z’(q)
z’.
s+
z’(q). Further, put z’ (z’(q)) Z and z s +
have z(q)
Z (Z + nZ) for general n follows from the fact that for any submodule Z and any relatively prime integers m and n we have
Q.E.D.
(Z + mnZ).
(Z + mZ)
(Z + nZ)
Of course, we have submodules of Z containing Z which are not modules

II

pe

pe

of type (v) e.g.

Z

II Z and Z.

Z+

Z.
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Let Z and Z" be modules of type (v). Then for any isoZ- Z there exists a unit u of Z such that u --1 Z, u Z! and
a(z)
uz for all z Z.
-1
Z, the set uZ
Conversely, for any unit u of
such that u
{uz z Z} is a module of type (v) and the mapping" z-- uz is an isomorphism Z- uZ.
Proof Considering 1 Z Z, put u= a(1) Z’. Then a(m) um
for any m
Z. Take any z Z which is a module of type (v). Since for any
Z, we can write z m + nz for some
positive integer n we have Z -t- nZ
m Z and z Z. Then we have
a(z) = a(m) + n" a(z) um + unz- unz + na(z) uz + n(a(z) uz).
Proposition 3.

morphism a"

n

Hence we have a(z) --uz
for any positive integer n. Now from fl
n
{0} follows a(z)
uz for all z Z.

n

Q.E.D.
The remaining part is easily seen.
From the proposition follows
Corollary. If a module Z of type (v) is isomorphic to Z (or ), then
Z Z (or respectively).
2. Henselian valuations. Here is an elementary key lemma;
Lemma. Let M be an additive group and let n be a positive integer. Then
if the subgroup nM is of index n, nM is the unique subgroup of M of index n.
The value group Z of a Henselian valuation has the unique subgroup nZ
of index n for any positive integer n.
Theorem. Let (G, A; deg, v) be an admissible situation over k. For a fi-

,

nite extension

K of k,

let

U

where n

v

(1/f) v N/" A--* Z
y(u)
AI /K = 0}, called the unit group of v. Then, if for fithe class field axiom holds, we have
of

{u
and put
nite subextension L/K

[L" K] is the

extension degree.

Proof Let Z v(A), then Z is also the image of v/. Hence we have
AI/ Uc Z. Further the isomorphism induces A U/ U nZ. Then the
above lemma tells that A U/U is the unique subgroup of Ag/U/ of index
n and that A U is the unique subgroup of A/ of index n containing U/.
On the other hand, from the class field axiom follows that the group

H(G(L/K), At) is of
H(G(L/K), Uz) 0 (cf. [2] p.22 Prop.

A/Nz/g(Az)

order n. Further, considering
22)i.e. U/ Nz/ic(Ur), we have
This
that
means
is
NrlI(Az) also a subgroup of Ar ofn index
UI NzlI(Az).
n containing U. Since such subgroup is unique, we get Nzl(Ar.)
Ag Ua.
Q.E.D.
Now, as corollaries of the theorem we state exactly what is the purpose
of our paper. This fact is essentially pointed out in [3].
Corollary 1. Let (G, A, deg, v) and (G, A, deg, v’) be admissible
situations over k and let K be a finite extension of k. Then if the class field axiom holds for any subextension L/K of 2/K in both situations, the valuations
v and v have the same unit group.
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Since the homomorphism degn
(1/fn) deg" Gz---, induces
for any positive integer n there exists a subextension L/K of
(/K whose Galois group is a cyclic group of order n. Hence by the theorem
we get
Un- N.Izc(A.)
Uz for any positive integer n, where Uz is
the unit group of VK.
/ U,
On the other hand,
vzc(An) Z induces
Uz / U, nZ.
{0}. Thus we
Hence, fq
Un) /U,c N (A Un/Un)" (q nZc fq

Proof
Gn/G

Az

An

A

An

A

n=

have

A

Q.E.D.
U,- U.. Hence we have U,r U.
Let notations and assumption be the same as those of Corollary

Similarly we have

Corollary 2.

1. Then there exists a unit u
and that

v’(a)

Conversely,

u’vi(a) for
for any unit u of

such that u

all a

An.

-1

such that ul

vn(An)

and u

VK(An)

v (A k) let

v’t’Ak
Then

field

axiom

(G, A, deg, v") is an admissible
for any subextension of /K.

situation over

Proof From Corollary 1 follows vn(An)

tc satisfying the class

v)(An). By

the proposition 3
Q.E.D.
we get the direct part. The converse part is easily seen.
Example. A Henselian valuation of the local (or global) class field
theory (cf. [2]) is unique up to a multiplication by ---+
respectively).
In this connection, it may be natural to ask the following question: For a
given local or global field /c, let G be the Galois group of the separable closure of k over k. Can one construct a new class field theory (G, A, deg, v)
such that the image of v is different from both classical value groups Z and
for example, such that the image is Z of Proposition 2 ?

,
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